"I wanted Kumon for my children, and I eventually wanted it for my community. I believe that there is more to come and more to look forward to as I feel I will grow old in Kumon."

TEACHER WINNIE

"The sweetness and sincerity that students show when you hear them say ‘Thank you for helping me not to give up’ or ‘Thank you for being my friend’ are more than enough reasons for me to wake up each day with energy."

TEACHER GIRLIE

"Far more than the financial gains, putting up a Kumon Center also meant I can contribute to my community by developing the youth of my hometown."

TEACHER SUSAN

What is the Kumon Method of Learning?

Kumon is an individualized learning method for Math and Reading that pursues the potential of each individual child and develops their ability to the maximum. Using the Kumon worksheets, Instructors help cultivate self-learning, discipline, good study habits and confidence in our students.

For over 60 years, the Kumon Method has remained consistent and has gained acceptance in 50 countries and territories. Today, Kumon continues to go beyond the borders of countries, race, culture and traditions to reach as many students as possible. It is our dream to contribute to world peace through education.

Students may use the “My Kumon” app for a seamless online learning experience.

PLAY AN ACTIVE ROLE IN NURTURING CHILDREN IN YOUR COMMUNITY

FRANCHISE NOW!

FOR INQUIRIES, CONTACT US AT:

- (0917) 629-9760
- franchise@kumon.ph
- http://ph.kumonglobal.com
- Kumon Philippines

Join our Viber Community!
BECOMING A KUMON INSTRUCTOR
A Kumon Franchise Opportunity

WHAT A KUMON INSTRUCTOR AIMS FOR

The Pursuit of Potential
A Kumon Instructor is committed to nurture children in his or her community with life skills, to enable them to live their lives happily and to the fullest, with dreams and goals, with a willingness to face challenges, and with the motivation to try new things proactively and enthusiastically.

WHAT A KUMON INSTRUCTOR VALUES

Each child’s development and growth
A Kumon Instructor supports children in their communities to achieve their goals and dreams. In the Center, a Kumon Instructor observes how each student develops, and acknowledges the students’ progress by praising them for their achievements and encouraging them to take on further challenges.

QUALIFICATIONS
To become a Kumon Instructor in the Philippines, an applicant must meet the following criteria:
- 25-45 years old, preferably female
- Bachelor’s degree holder
- Strong drive to nurture students
- Filipino Citizen

PROCEDURE
- Register and conveniently access our Virtual Franchise Orientation for a limited period.
- Register and attend a Consultation Meeting with our Franchise Recruitment Manager.
- Pass the Test and Online Training.
- Have Your Location Approved.
- Open Your own Kumon Center.

FRANCHISE SUPPORT
Kumon offers the following to further develop instructional and management skills of Instructors:
- Receive comprehensive online training before and after opening your Kumon Center
- Get updated on best practices with monthly seminars and conferences!
- Regular consultations by Area Managers to ensure quality of instruction and management
- Receive marketing support to grow your business more!